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Editorial
As we have compiled Online
for members, it’s been a busy
time getting the plans for our
Home Artificial Nutrition
(HAN) awareness week
ready, as well as the annual
gathering in Birmingham. The
annual get together involves
a lot of preparation but it is so rewarding when we get
to meet members face-to-face on a day filled with fun,
education and networking. We hope to see as many
of you there as possible. Please get involved wherever
and in whatever way you can!
We appeal to members who would consider offering
their time to become a member of Team PINNT/
committee. We would love new offers, don’t be shy,
apply today! Nomination forms enclosed.
Wishing you a happy summer, keep hydrated and stay
safe.
Carolyn
Chair PINNT
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Sunflower Lanyards

A scheme for people with ‘hidden disabilities’ has been
gaining traction with travel providers around the world.
The Sunflower Lanyard was first introduced at Gatwick
Airport as a tool to assist those with hidden disabilities
whilst they are travelling. Wearing the lanyard allows you
to travel independently at some airports, railways and ferry
terminals whilst signalling to staff, without having to make
a declaration, that assistance may be required at certain

times (for example, if you run into unexpected difficulties or
delays or are in discomfort due to your disability etc). The
bright green sunflower lanyard has now been ordered by
over 10,000 individuals in the UK allowing many people
to lessen potential travel stress. Airports typically require a
minimum of 48 hours’ notice before travel commences of
any specific travel requirements - even if you are wearing
the lanyard. Some operators will provide you with a free
sunflower lanyard on request, for example – Heathrow
Airport, although you must apply and allow up to seven
working days to receive your lanyard. And, you can only
obtain a lanyard from Heathrow if you are travelling
through it within six months from your application. Travel
providers will have different regulations so contact the
relevant organisation prior to travel.
Airports can provide lanyards, here are a few useful links
but you’ll need to research the airport you are flying
from:
Gatwick
www.hidden.disability.at.gatwick@ocs.co.uk
Heathrow
www.special_assistance@heathrow.com
Edinburgh
www.edinburghairport.com/prepare/specialassistance
Cardiff:
www.cardiff-airport.com/special-assistance/
Other airports to introduce the scheme include: Luton,
Stansted, Newcastle International, Belfast, Bristol,
Manchester and East Midlands. For your personal travel
arrangements contact your travel provider prior to travel
to find out if they participate in the sunflower lanyard
scheme.
Supermarkets are using the scheme so potentially this may
become a universally recognised scheme in public places
in due course.

PINNT Closed Facebook Page
Thank you to everyone who has become a member of the PINNT Closed Facebook page so far. We
are delighted to say that it is working beautifully as a safe space to share information, ask questions
and support each other. Current members are respecting the rules that have been put in place for
everyone’s benefit. The site is dedicated to PINNT members and is provided as another free resource
for members to ‘meet online’ and discuss their challenges and share information in relative privacy.
If you would like to know more about joining please email secretary@pinnt.com or search for
the page on facebook.com/groups/pinntclosedmembers/
Current full members of PINNT may have noticed that
the birthday fairy visits them with a special card each
year. PINNT values all its members equally and birthday
cards are just one of the ways that PINNT likes to show
support for its members. PINNT would like to take this
opportunity to say a special thank you to the wonderful PINNT Birthday Fairies who make this happen – Andrea, Bev,
Louise, Lynn, Sarah and Tracy – you’re all stars and without you we would struggle to fulfil this important service.
Please note that in order to receive a PINNT Birthday Card you must have given PINNT permission to receive
information from us by post. PINNT is unable to send any item by post to you without your consent. For more
information contact secretary@pinnt.com

Birthday Fairies
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Completing the London
Marathon 2019

I took part in the 2018 London
Marathon and my goal was to
complete it in under four hours. I
didn’t manage this but was able to
do it in four hours and 15 minutes. I
can’t blame it on things that happened
to me in the months preceding the
race, but I will say the weather was
one of the hottest London has ever
experienced. Having recovered - to
some degree - from the marathon, I
thought I could still do better in 2019,
so I entered the general ballot again to
beat my target and to raise awareness
of PINNT. I received the news later
in the year confirming my entry. But,
before I could start preparing, I had
the Yorkshire Marathon to compete
in. I completed it in four hours and 24
minutes, with weather and an injury
hampering me to some degree. I
remained positive - as these were only
small problems.
After consideration, I began to
understand what I needed to do to
reach my sub-4-hour target. I worked
closely with my dietitian and Nutricia
homework to understand my feeding
requirements and water intake before
and during race day. People always
talk about carbing up before a race,
but this is not something I can do
properly, so my dietitian Lisa - using

my feedback - worked out the best
way to get my nutrition into me for
running a marathon.
Jumping forward to the week before
the marathon I received a phone call
from Nutricia saying that there was
some interest in my story, and would
I like them to arrange interviews. Of
course, I said ‘yes’ as this would help
raise awareness of PINNT and goal
setting within the boundaries of your
condition.
That month I received a phone call
to say that both BBC Look North and
ITV Calendar would like to interview
me. I felt apprehensive as I worry
about my voice and struggling to
speak clearly, but felt I had to do this
to help others. (This is an ongoing
issue that I am working on.)
On the day of the marathon, my
support runner Tim Jones and I felt
overwhelmed at being surrounded by
all these athletes, however, we blended
in as best we could. The atmosphere
was great. It was only whilst we were
warming up that we realised we had
a band of elite runners next to us
including Sir Mo! If I needed any
more motivation this was just the
boost that I needed if I hit a wall.
The race started at 10.10am and we
set off at a fast pace (well fast for me),
I knew I couldn’t keep this pace up,
so to ensure I finished the 26.2 mile
course I started to slow the pace - it
is so easy when you have the crowd
cheering everyone on to get carried
away. Twelve miles in and we were
pacing ourselves well. I felt ok and it
was time for a bag change with my
wife. The change went to plan, and
we were on our way across Tower
Bridge with the crowd cheering us on.
My running club supporters were on
the bridge cheering and shouting my

name - this gave me a lift and helped
me to keep going. I managed to get
through the area where I struggled
the previous year - the Isle of Dogs
- but it slowed me down a lot and my
legs were starting to ache; another bag
change with my wife at 22 miles gave
me another lift. I did have to stop to
stretch my legs, but Tim kept pushing
me and encouraging me. We did it
- finishing in three hours 55 mins 34
seconds!
That evening I got a message
informing me I was to go to the Sky
news offices on Saturday morning for
the interview live on TV. Once I was
at Sky, I received another phone call
requesting me to go on live radio with
Talk Radio nationwide. I just couldn’t
get over all this media coverage, I was
overwhelmed. After doing Sky News
the fundraising page went crazy with
lovely comments from people I had
never met, so, I realised I had done
the right thing. If you have never
been to watch the London Marathon,
then I must say it’s an experience that
you should consider. There is such an
amazing atmosphere.
Gary
Ed says: Well done Gary! It’s important to know Gary’s personal journey - we’ve previously featured this one on the website.
In 2016 Gary was diagnosed with a rare tumour, thankfully it was benign. However, he was told that due to the invasive
nature of the surgery to remove it he wouldn’t ever be able to eat again. He would be dependent on enteral nutrition.
Gary ran with his enteral nutrition in his backpack which was changed three times during the race. Gary originally lost
more than five stone by adjusting to the complexities of his new life and throughout his struggle he suffered from panic
attacks. Now, just a few years on, he’s overcoming hurdles thanks to a fantastic support network of friends, family and nurses
– not to mention an extraordinary determination, from the man himself. Thank you for being such a wonderful PINNT
Ambassador.
We used this quote on social media, we share it once again to remind people that each of us should work towards our own
goals – “Dream your own dreams, achieve your own goals. Your journey is your own and unique.” Roy T Bennett.
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Your Letters
Dear PINNT
In response to the news in Online
Issue 1 about being unable to take
on the development of a new small
dripstand for parenteral nutrition
(PN), I wondered if this would be
useful to readers/yourselves. I used to
have NJ/PEG-J feeds and received a
small drip stand from Abbotts. They
did not want it returned, so I now use
it to set up my PN. Thanks so much
for the helpful newsletter.

Nicki

Dear PINNT
I have had the most wonderful
surprise - a cheque has arrived telling
me I have won in the PPP draw.
Thank you so much, I was thrilled. I
would like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone involved in PINNT
for the great magazine and all the
interesting articles you print. Also,
for everything else you do, especially

the medical tag. I have found it has
helped on my travels. I do hope to
meet up with you some day.
Maddie
Dear PINNT
I noticed the change to Online in
Issue 1 2019 (very nice too may I
say), no feature teasers on the front
cover, so I was keener than usual to
get inside and have a read. Seeing the
feature on page three ‘Ambulatory
PN pumps on the National
Home Parenteral Nutrition
Framework in England’ filled me
with joy – why? Let me tell you about
my personal experience with different
pumps.
I started on intravenous feeding
about four years ago and was given a
Bodyguard pump. It was fine, compact
and easy to use, I really liked it. Over
time I began to find incomplete
infusions in the morning, none of the
programming had changed, I wasn’t
doing anything different, yet I had
varying amounts of feed left each day.
I didn’t give it another thought when
it was suggested I looked at a different
pump, I assumed they were all similar.
Never assume anything! The Ambix
pump didn’t have an additional
battery, which meant my feeding
time would be severely restricted and
the Rhythmic pump was difficult to
open and loading the giving set was
less than straightforward; of course,
this is my opinion. I picked the
Rhythmic; it’s fine, it does the job.
Mastering opening it and loading
the set has taken a while, but I’ve
done it. I now receive my feeds okay,
although on the odd occasion I have
had more fluid left than I should. I
welcome the possibility of having
access to a different pump, my top
five requirements are: (1) Reliability,
(2) Easy to open and programme, (3)
Quiet, the one I’m using is so noisy,
(4) Additional battery supply and (5)
The basic products that do their job.
I don’t want to be enticed with extras
when the basics need to be right
first. When I started my journey on
home feeding I always hoped I would
still be able to achieve some sort of
normality in terms of my life preHPN, some aspects will never be the
same, others have improved, I’ve now
more energy but I still have an illness
that reminds me that life is never
going to be normal again, different
- but not my usual kind of normal.
I truly welcome the opportunity to
try to review new pumps, which may

contribute to my new normal being
easier for me to live with.
Thank you so much for sharing the
update and the LITRE report link,
I’ve read them both with interest and
hope. What may suit one person may
not work for others, we should be
thankful for the choices offered to us
via our wonderful NHS.
JD
Dear PINNT
I replied to a feature from PINNT
seeking people to be part of a pump
session. I applied and was selected,
which was amazing. It was a oneto-one session - which I wasn’t sure
about – but it worked out well, I
felt able to speak up and discuss my
personal needs and expectations.
Being asked about concepts, user
friendly-ness and what would make
a difference to my daily life gave me
enormous pleasure. I’ve always been
grateful for the portable equipment I
have but I need it to be trouble-free;
being able to share my thoughts and
expectations in developing future
pumps was very rewarding. Thanks
to PINNT for ensuring my personal
needs were understood, I was treated
with respect and left the session feeling
gratified that I’d made a valuable
contribution to pump development.
DA
Dear PINNT
I rang PINNT recently to ask about
travelling with my feeds. I became so
confused by everyone discussing their
experiences and suggesting what I
should do, it became overwhelming.
PINNT took the time to listen to
me, guide me and help me formulate
a plan. Not only did I benefit from
their advice and time, I then had a
marvellous holiday, which was just
what I needed. I hadn’t realised just
how much I had missed travelling to
see friends. It wasn’t the actual feeding
that was my concern, it was the belief
that I couldn’t plan it all. My homecare
company were marvellous, and the
tour operator was equally supportive
and helpful. So, my message to fellow
PINNT members is: Don’t give up!
It’s good to set yourself a challenge
and try to keep your own dreams alive.
My trip was to Germany, it may not
be as ambitious as other people’s but
to me it was momentous and PINNT
allowed me to not only believe it was
possible but to encourage and support
me.
Jim
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Dear PINNT
At last, someone who's on my
wavelength! (Elephant in the
Room from Issue 1 of Online)
Food, food, food - everywhere you
look, it's a nightmare. I used to love
my food - eating, cooking - every
aspect - but now!
Almost four years ago it was discovered
that I had a rare benign tumour in my
neck, which caused vocal palsy, as it
was wrapped around various nerves
it was difficult to remove and as a
consequence it is difficult for me to
swallow, so since then I've been tube
fed. I can have a little by mouth if
it's a certain consistency, but it's ‘at
my own risk’ (I could get aspirational
pneumonia or choke) and as I live
alone, not a good idea!
For the first year I had no food by
mouth, now I have a little soup, but
still mealtimes are a nightmare. You
want to be there to enjoy company
but not to watch people eat. I find
watching people fill their plates, then
waste half of it particularly annoying.
Holidays are often food orientated. As
a single person I used to go on holiday
with friends, but they don't want to go
away and end up eating on their own,
and I don't want to pay full price and
not eat the food provided. If I went
on my own, who would help with the
luggage? - It's recommended that you
take a week’s supply with you, and
yes, a trunk is provided but who helps
you with it and your normal luggage.
I phoned Saga and asked if their
escorted holidays meant that they
would assist you – ‘no’, is the answer.
Also, some of my friends won't go
away with me because they're worried
that I may have problems with my
tube, especially as I've had a few!
When I left hospital nearly four years
ago it was with a PEG tube. A few
weeks later I had a chest infection
and it was thought I ought to have
a PEG-J. The doctor who put it in
didn't know what he was doing - it
took a couple of hours and he was
reading the instruction book (I was
wide awake). He thought that I could
still gravity feed and had no idea that
a pump was required. Twenty-four
hours later, after talking with my
dietician and tube nurse, a pump was
provided. Other problems I've had
include it blocking with antibiotics,
the hospital unable to unblock it and
waiting two weeks for a replacement.
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A couple of months ago the ‘J’ part
of the tube broke - I went to A &
E, who eventually referred me to
admissions - only to be told they'd
never seen anything like it before
and that I could be admitted as a
patient and, as it was by then Friday
evening, there would be no one to do
anything until Monday or it could
be a fortnight later! Luckily, I could
still feed through the PEG part, so I
went home and waited 10 days. After
speaking with the consultant before
the procedure I decided to revert to
just a PEG tube - so far so good!
Over Easter it was food everywhere
and I was invited to a big family lunch
- I do sit at the table, but with gritted
teeth, because I enjoy the company,
but not watching what they're doing.
Jenny
Dear PINNT
I took part in the survey for intestinal
failure (Short Bowel Syndrome
and Home Parenteral Nutrition)
advertised by PINNT. It was fantastic
to know that my experience could
be used to help other people. The
survey wasn’t long, it made me stop
and think about how my condition
and treatment impact on daily life.
I suppose I’ve got used to my new
‘normal’, it was strange to focus on
me. The thank you payment was
much appreciated too, I spoilt myself
for once and not the children!
Lynne
Ed says: PINNT is very grateful to
everyone who took part. We support
research that genuinely wants to hear
from patients and carers, we fought
long and hard to be heard – we never
want to miss an opportunity that
comes our way.
Dear PINNT
On Friday 12th April 2019 I attended
the Birmingham Region PINNT gettogether at The Queen Elizabeth
Hospital. To be very honest I
approached it with a little trepidation,
as in January 2007, I spent six months
at the old Queen Elizabeth Hospital!
I had Meningitis, with an abscess on
the brainstem, leading to a stroke,
during which I had a respiratory
arrest, and ‘officially died’; the crash
team was called - obviously they were
successful, as I’m still here! Initially I
was fitted with a naso gastric tube, but
when I was transferred to Moseley Hall
Hospital, for yet another six months, I

needed to have a PEG (Percutaneous
Endoscopic Gastrostomy) fitted. I
needn’t have worried as, after meeting
both Gaynor Morgan (Birmingham
group Ambassador) and Carolyn
Wheatley, (PINNT Chair), I was
immediately put at ease, it was good
to finally meet them.
I met another man, who lives in the
same town and is only five-minutes
away from me, another enteral feeder
and we are meeting up, at my home
in Birmingham. I’m really looking
forward to it and to meeting him
again, it’s nice to meet someone who
faces the same day-to-day grind and
problems as me!
Peter Woodhill
Dear PINNT
When I read about Sylvia Cottee’s
retirement in the last issue of Online,
it concerned me, as she has been
instrumental in organising PINNT
meetings locally. The PINNT group is
an opportunity to meet other people
in the same or similar situations,
because most people have no idea
about artificial feeding - I certainly
didn't and it's been a very steep
learning curve.
At the first meeting I went to I was
in denial, thinking that this is only
a temporary measure and that I'd
be eating normally soon. Everyone
was so friendly and open about their
situation. I found out useful tips, and
how people with young children with
tubes cope. At subsequent meetings
we've had guidelines about travel,
teeth and various other things. But,
most important of all is talking with
others. I went to one meeting where I
was the only ‘patient’ and about five
or six health care professionals, they
could have cancelled the meeting,
but I learnt so much from them and
they said they'd learnt from me. So,
I encourage anyone to come along
to a meeting, on their own or with
a relative/carer if necessary. There's
usually a talk, raffle, tea, coffee (for
those who can partake), but most of
all there are people who understand
your situation.
I look forward to a Bristol meeting
happening again.
Jenny
Ed says: Please be reassured Jenny,
the meeting is still happening, and
we too acknowledge Sylvia’s amazing
contribution and commitment to

ensuring face-to-face meetings take amounts but again, ‘limited’ is the not let my inabilities control my
place. It’s been her passion; her key word, there is no overindulgence ability to enjoy the life I’ve now learnt
reward is seeing the support people for me. Everything is measured and to live with.
receive and knowing that in some way carefully considered. It would be easy Nothing is easy, others sharing how
she has been able to help people cope to just drink and drink but the only they feel certainly helps each of us
with the prospect of life on artificial person to pay the price of this would see the differences and often the
nutrition. Sylvia will be at the annual be me. I don’t want to be connected similarities. Thank you PINNT for
get together so if you can, why not to my feed or extra fluids just because bringing us together.
come along and wish her well as we I couldn’t stop drinking. I often worry
Lynne
sadly wave her off for her retirement. when I read about people who don’t
Dear PINNT
seem to understand the impact of
Dear PINNT
Just to let you know that I received my
Yippee, how wonderful to read the their own actions and then seem medical tag and have used it. Excellent
feature about the ‘elephant in the to complain about feeling tired or idea and saves any misunderstanding
room’. I really don’t mind others on constantly connected. I’ve taken in public places. Thank you for
artificial nutrition who can eat food responsibility for my own actions another innovative idea for helping a
nor friends and family enjoying it – despite having to live in a world where PINNT member.
it’s the fact that I can’t! Pre-parenteral I try to ignore the sight of food and
Best wishes to you all.
nutrition I enjoyed food, I was the aromas which constantly trigger
Christine Porrett
always a fussy eater and now I can my taste buds! I want to be part of
the
social
scene,
still
be
invited
to
only dream of ever being that fussy
again. Thankfully I can drink limited celebrations and more importantly,
If you wish to share with us or comment on any features here, please email us at comms@pinnt.com

Patient Experience Network award (PEN)
in the audience going through difficult personal times.
They were so good we’ve booked them for our annual
get-together in August. See page 19 for full details.

Wow, what an amazing day at The Repertory Centre,
Birmingham on Wednesday 20th March. The Patient
Experience Network National Awards event was held to
celebrate and announce the winners of each category.
While there could only be one winner in each category,
everyone shortlisted was classed as a ‘finalist’ – each
achievement, project and development given high praise.
It was an overwhelming feel-good-factor day – a true
celebration in recognition of best practice in the patient
experience across all facets of health and social care in
the UK.
We did not win our category, ‘Partnership Working to
Improve the Experience’, but we were congratulated on
our project and were awarded a certificate and poster.
During the day, we were entertained by The Well Being
Community Choir. They had the audience singing,
clapping, dancing and even crying at some points as their
songs were heartfelt and struck a chord with many people

Fo l l o w u s o n Tw i t t e r @ P I N N Tc h a r i t y -

Tell your friends and follow us.
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For Norrie
with love
A tribute to a former PINNT
trustee who sadly passed away on
5th March. Our chair was asked
to contribute to the celebration
of his life, this has been modified
so we can remember Norrie with
love and a huge smile on our
faces - for the man who saw life
on home parenteral nutrition as a
wonderful opportunity.

I’m not entirely sure when I first met
Norrie, and Maureen of course, but I
know we became firm friends straight
away. We only met through the need
for our parenteral nutrition; it’s fair to
say I’ve met some of the nicest people
through what could be perceived as
dark times.
It would have been easy for Norrie to
be downhearted and defeated – oh
no, not Norrie – without drama or
self-pity he embraced the opportunity
for life. Norrie, being a no-nonsense
man, didn’t see obstacles – he saw
opportunities - anything he couldn’t
get over he went around.
Together with Maureen, Norrie
became heavily involved with PINNT.
Norrie was never going to be a ‘yes’
man, he was committed to speaking up,
trying to make things better for others
who weren’t as fortunate as he was. He
was even featured on TV to promote
his unique treatment. You see that’s the
truth, Norrie saw himself as fortunate
to have the opportunity to continue his
life despite illness and treatments.
I fondly recall Norrie travelling
to London on day trips to attend
meetings for PINNT, he didn’t hesitate
to represent PINNT at meetings and
conferences and together Maureen and
Norrie ran a local group for PINNT.
When you spend time with people who
volunteer, you get to see the true person
– there is no self-gain from it, it takes a
truly generous person to give so much
of themselves for the benefit of others.

Norrie gave freely and willingly.
I recall so many good times – I think
one of our best nights out was in a
KFC restaurant in Manchester sharing
a bargain bucket, it didn’t have to be
grand or classy, for us it was about
being with good friends, having a
laugh and sharing what food we could
eat and being thankful. There was
always a tipple or two along the way.
We laughed so much – and frequently!
At our charity weekend events or
annual meetings, Norrie never shied
away from joining in with the fancy
dress or parties – he was the life and
soul of the party, his enthusiasm for life
was infectious.
Norrie was a genuinely caring and
honest person – an inspiration to many.
As I write this, I have flashbacks of so
many special memories, I’ll treasure
every one of them. I’m honoured
to have called Norrie my friend and
PINNT was blessed the day he offered
to help our charity.
Carolyn Wheatley

Nomination and voting process for PINNT
Trustees, Officers and committee members
We are delighted to include all the relevant information you need for our annual get together as well as the formal
nomination process to elect our officers and trustees for 2019/20. The candidates volunteering for another term of
commitment and dedication to PINNT, can be found via this link, if you would like a little background information
about them before completing your voting form please visit: https://pinnt.com/News/News/Non-Members/
Candidates-for-nomination.aspx
Due to delays we have yet to disband the original charity, therefore we need you to nominate trustees, officers and
committee members for both. You can do this on one form which is enclosed. Both processes will be done during the
formal AGM on Saturday 10th August 2019, in Birmingham – get the business done and dusted so we can start our
fun get together.
The deadline for returning your nomination form is the same as the date for replying about your attendance, or
non-attendance, at the annual gathering. PINNT needs new people to offer to serve on the committee. You may not
think you have anything to offer but if you want to be part of a team, have an interest in helping with administration,
accounts, social media or more, please contact us or nominate yourself for the next term of office. We would love to
welcome you into Team PINNT.
We hope to see as many of you as possible at the annual gathering – spaces will be limited, so don’t miss out – reply as
soon as you can. Tickets will be issued for this event. All the information you need is on each form, it’s the same address
and the same deadline.
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#verify – PINNT’s medical tag

Our Medical Tag was designed to
aid people when out and about; it’s
not just for airports – it’s for use in
lots of public places to provide added
verification that the pump is medical
equipment. We are delighted that our
Medical Tag is now available for all
members who wish to order one for
their rucksack.
We have received useful feedback,
which will help us modify it and
make it even better! Both the Tag
and supporting information will
be given an upgrade. We hope to
offer this later in the year.

You will receive:
1 medical tag, a covering letter
for your personal use and an
information card to slot inside
your rucksack or handbag.
Applications can be made by:
Email: comms@pinnt.com or
by post: PINNT, PO Box 3126,
Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS
Please include:
• Your full name
•	Address including your
postcode
•	A contact telephone
number
•	Your PINNT membership
number
The Medical Tag will not eliminate
the need for you to verbally explain
what you have, why you need it and
what’s in your rucksack. It has not
been designed to dispense with any

supporting letters you usually have
when travelling, especially through
an airport or departure port. It’s
intended use is to ‘verify’ what you’re
saying – you are carrying genuine medical
equipment.
This will be an exclusive offer
for PINNT members and the
‘medical tag’ will not be available
via any other source or sponsor.

Ooops I just can’t wait!
Before you go out do you find yourself worrying about
where the nearest loo will be… and feel that you can’t
relax and enjoy yourself without knowing? Many HAN
users feel concerned about this – so, be assured you are
not alone. Although PINNT does not yet have its own
card we can recommend one that is free when ordered
from the Bowel and Bladder Community website. The
card gives discreet but clear information informing others
that you are unable to wait to use the toilet facilities. You
can obtain one online by simply filling in a few details.
Please read all the information about the card carefully
when applying online. Visit: www.bladderandbowel.
org/help-information/just-can’t-wait-card/

A quick and easy way to donate to PINNT – Just Text Giving, give it a try.
It really is simple – text the word TUBE25 and then an amount (don’t use a £ sign). You have a
few choices with the amount; it can be £1, £2, £3, £4, £5 or £10. You then send it to 70070. So
for example if you want to donate £2 to PINNT type the following into the message - Tube25 2
- and then send it to 70070.
You will then receive an automatic text message receipt. There will be instructions about applying
Gift Aid to your donation; everything helps. It’s that simple and easy so don’t forget PINNT this
year especially as we approach the end of our anniversary year. We still have lots of exciting
projects and we depend on your generosity to help us achieve our goals.

To: 70070
TUBE25
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Positively Me!
Fashion Show

PINNT recently attended the
Positively Me! Fashion show
arranged by Jessica, a vivacious
young lady who understands
the personal impact of having a
naso-gastric feeding tube during
her youth.
As part of her Girl Guiding Anglia’s
‘Action for Change’ initiative Jessica
organised a fashion show at St Peter’s
Waterfront, Ipswich on 24th April
2019. All the models on the catwalk
were people who wouldn’t normally
have an opportunity to participate
in a fashion show. Everybody and

anybody were welcomed. The models
were asked to either wear something
they wouldn’t normally pick or an
outfit that made them feel good! The
show featured models from a range of
different backgrounds, ages, shapes,
sizes, disabilities (including hidden
disabilities).
Jessica wanted to raise awareness of
the fact that all kinds of people buy
clothes and should be represented on
social and mainstream media.
Our chair, Carolyn Wheatley and
executive
committee
member,
Tracy Hill – strutted their stuff on
the catwalk. At first, they were very
nervous, but meeting the other
models gave them confidence to relax
and enjoy the experience. Carolyn
gave an overview of PINNT and its
activities, which was warmly received
by the fantastic audience.
The event was streamed via Facebook
and the BBC was there to capture the
preparations, make-up, hair and the
catwalk rehearsals. Carolyn said: “It
was interesting how each rehearsal
brought a little more confidence to do

Positively Me!
Fashion Show by the
organiser Jessica
Recently, with the help of PINNT, I ran my first
ever body positive fashion show! I ran the show as
part of my girl-guiding action for Change Project.
Essentially it is where lots of young women in
guiding come together for a weekend to create, plan
and carry out a social action project within their
local community. I decided to focus on the topic of
body confidence. So, as part of this I created both
a Facebook and Instagram page called Positively
Me to talk about my own body confidence journey
as well as sharing other people’s journeys too.
Growing up, like many of you reading this, I had a
naso-gastric tube feed. And, quite honestly, it was one
of the things that I worried most about my appearance.
Throughout my childhood, I was bullied because of my
tube-feed and made to feel ugly because I didn’t look like
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it.” The event was broadcast on the
local BBC and on their website too.
Message to everyone from Tracy and
Carolyn following their experience:
Everyone is beautiful, and our
individual uniqueness makes each of
us beautiful. ‘Self-love – the key to
happiness’.

the other children in my class. I believe that the comments
I made about myself and the comments made about me,
happened because of the lack of representation in the
mainstream media.
I never saw someone who looked like me on the TV or
in magazines and it upset me that as a girl with medical
equipment, I was not represented in adverts or on the
catwalk. It also seemed that every advert I saw only showed
a very select body type, which didn’t represent most of
the general population. So, I decided that it needed to
change.

After years of criticizing my body, I slowly came to realise
that it wasn’t me that needed to change, it was society’s
perception of what beauty is and what it could become.
I thought about the catwalk and representation and
decided that enough was enough. If the media wasn’t
going to make a change, I would. I decided to put on a
fashion show with a bit of a twist to highlight the lack of
representation in the media. I wanted to demonstrate that
as it is us, the consumer, buying the clothes in the shops,
it is us who should have a place on the catwalk. So, I got
a group of amazing models together, with different body
shapes, types, skin tones, disabilities and with medical
equipment to prove that normal, everyday people were
beautiful in their own way.
I was extremely nervous beforehand, but I knew that it
was something that I needed to do. When I was thinking
of who to invite to the event, my initial thought was
to invite PINNT. Why? Because it was PINNT who
supported me growing up; it is PINNT who made me feel
part of a community. PINNT helped me feel confident
in who I was, and it was through PINNT that I learned
to embrace the medical equipment that I wore. To my
absolute delight, when I emailed the wonderful team at
PINNT, they all agreed with what I was doing and came
to support me on the night of the show itself.
The night of the fashion show was just incredible, and
I loved each second of it. It was very well attended, and
we were even able to livestream the whole thing through

the Positively Me Facebook page. Before the show, we
had speeches, including one from myself - explaining
the importance of the show; the Mayor of Ipswich, the
Dove self-esteem project, a local artist showcasing her
body-positive artwork, one of the models taking part in
the show and the lovely Carolyn from PINNT who talked
about the wonderful work that PINNT does as a charity
and her own body confidence journey too.
After the speeches it was time for us to strut our stuff
on the catwalk! This was just exhilarating. To see all the
beautiful models, walk down the catwalk with confidence
was amazing. We had people with disabilities, plus-sized
and transgender models - everyone and anybody was
welcome to take part. Carolyn and Tracy from PINNT
also took part to show how important it is for us to
embrace the medical equipment that we wear. They were
fab - they strutted their stuff with elegance, grace and so
much confidence.

Incredibly, after the event had finished, the story was picked
up by BBC news online, BBC Look East and local radio
stations. It was just brilliant to be able to share the event
on such a wide platform. The event was life-changing for
me. It was inspiring, humbling and very moving. I loved
it so much and can’t wait to do something like it again! I
am so grateful to the wonderful team at PINNT who were
able to support me with the show.
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Travel Special
Talking Points 1
Considering Travel …
A leaflet specially designed to
facilitate discussions between
yourself and your healthcare
professionals prior to considering
or arranging a holiday. Helps you
to ask questions that you may not
initially think about.

Talking Points 2
Travel Insurance …
Apart from deciding where to
spend your holiday, ensuring
you take out the right travel
insurance is possibly the second
most difficult decision you’ll need
to make. Trying to determine
exactly what cover you’ll need
and what you need to declare
for medical screening is essential
to taking out the right policy.
Talking Points 2 has been written
to provide a thought provoking
list of consideration points to aid
the process of obtaining travel
insurance.

Holiday Guidelines
Once you’ve read Talking Points
1 and 2 you can think about the
practical aspects to help you
book your holiday. A step-bystep guide, written by patients
and carers for members to
highlight the process to try and
address all aspects of arranging
a holiday with parenteral or
enteral nutrition.

Talking Points 4
As promised in the last issue
of Online we are proud to
announce that Talking Points
4 is now available on our
website along with printed
copies you can request. It has
been produced in response
to the questions relating to
the withdrawal of fridges for
holidays in the UK under the
HPN Framework in England.
It’s on the website in a number of places but here is the
main link: www.pinnt.com/News/New-Talking-PointsInformation.aspx
If you would like a copy posted to you please
email:
info@pinnt.com
write
to:
PINNT,
PO Box 3126, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS or telephone:
020 3004 6192 or 01202 481625.
Need to consider how to transport your PN around
England and where to store it while away? Read Talking
Points 4 for some advice. We want to support members
being able to travel within the UK; the withdrawal of
fridges still presents issues for members. Hopefully this
leaflet will raise discussion points for assisting with travel
in the UK.
Travel insurance – this is covered in Talking Points 2
but please ensure you are appropriately insured when
travelling. Always purchase insurance wisely; remember
you have specific needs so don’t assume a policy someone
else purchased is right for you. Here are a few consideration
points:
Refer to Talking Points 2 for further information.
• Base your decision on the cover and not the cost.
•	Declare everything – if you are unsure of the relevance
of a condition or treatment ask.
•	Purchase travel insurance as soon as you book your
holiday.
•	Know the terms and conditions between a single trip
policy and annual cover.
•	Don’t try to add a condition after you’ve taken the
policy out which you then want to claim for an up and
coming holiday or episode of travel.
We have a new information sheet! Talking Points 2,
part 2 – Travel Insurance companies. It’s a list of travel
insurance companies you may wish to try – suggested by
members, not endorsed by PINNT. If you can add to the
list, please let us know. You can request a copy or find it
on the website.

All our booklets mentioned above, along with other useful information, can be found in the Members Area
on www.pinnt.com - If you do not have access to the internet you can contact PINNT on 020 3004 6193 for
further information.
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‘Competition Time’ PINNT and Safehands holidays

S

afehands Holidays offer breaks to anyone with a disability and their families, friends or
carers in either of their two well-equipped hotels situated in Blackpool and Llandudno
in North Wales. Safehands has specialised in these holidays for the past 20 years offering
fully adapted rooms and suites catering for people’s needs with level access wet rooms,
profile beds and hoisting facilities and, as a result, is able to offer a range of solutions to
clients regardless of their age or disability.
And now, one lucky reader can win a three-night pre-festive break for two, with half-board in a sea-view
room at either one of Safehands Holidays two hotels.
To be in with a chance of winning all you must do is answer the following question:
How many workshops will there be at the annual PINNT get-together on 10th August at
The Crowne Plaza Hotel, Birmingham?
•	Email your answer to: secretary@pinnt.com or post it to: Secretary, PINNT, PO Box 3126,
Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS
• Please include your name, address and telephone number
• If emailing, put ‘Safehands Competition’ in the subject header.
• Closing date: Wednesday 31st July 2019 at 5.00pm.
•	The draw will take place at the annual get-together on Saturday 10th August 2019 and the
winner will be notified on Monday 12th August 2019.
The Prize - a three-night pre-festive break at either one of Safehands Hotels in Blackpool OR Llandudno
for one winner and a guest of their choice. The break MUST be taken between 1st November and 20th
December 2019. Subject to availability. Early booking is recommended to avoid disappointment. Travel
to and from the hotel is not included in the prize. Accommodation and half-board meals are included:
breakfast and dinner. All expenditure outside of this is the responsibility of the winner and their guest.
Winner must arrange their own travel insurance and is responsible for liaising with Safehands to ensure
individual needs regarding medical equipment and care are met. www.safehandsholidays.co.uk/
Terms & conditions: You must be over 18 to enter this competition, or the parent/guardian of a child
member. No correspondence will be entered into. No employees of Safehands Holidays or PINNT’s
National Secretary may enter. No cash alternative. Entries are only valid if they reach us by the closing
date. Multiple entries will be disregarded. Publisher’s decision is final.
Disclaimer: PINNT has not visited the properties, nor do we profit in any shape or form from any
bookings PINNT members may make. We strongly recommend you take out travel insurance for UK
holidays.

Safehands holiday offer
We are pleased to remind readers of the discount offered by Safehands Holidays. It’s a £50 per person discount on any of
their holiday packages booked in 2019. When booking quote ‘PINNT Online Safehands holiday offer.’ Please do not share
this offer with non-PINNT members, if you quote the offer, they may check with us.www.safehandsholidays.co.uk/
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T

he pump provided to an
individual requiring home
parenteral nutrition (HPN) is
part of the overall care package
that is funded and provided
by the NHS via your homecare
company. The right pump
is equally as important as
ensuring each person has the
right prescription to meet their
nutritional requirements.
As with the prescription for your feed,
and the number of nights you infuse,
the pump is also a clinical decision. It
should be an informed decision made
by your nutrition team/healthcare
professionals based on your/your
child’s needs. It should not only be an
integral part of your medical needs,
but your lifestyle too. How you will
feed, when and for how long may
affect which pump you are given.
Hobbies, employment, education
and travel may also contribute to the
decision made, as well as the practical
issues of using the pump.

Ambulatory parenteral
nutrition pumps

In the last edition of Online, issue either, it’s not their decision.
1, we said we hoped to share the While we offer this brief overview,
pumps that are available – well here which we hope you will find
they are! Obviously, what you see is interesting, we hope to confirm the
top line information, we cannot print company’s attendance at our annual
all aspects of each pump, we did get together in August, where you will
that in the LITRE Report published be able to view them, handle them and
in February 2016 which is on our ask questions. Again, you will not be
website:
https://pinnt.com/ able to arrange any personal contact
News/News/Non-Members/ with company representatives, nor
LITRE-report-2016.aspx
can they approach your healthcare
If you have previously contacted us professionals on your behalf; that’s
to ask about different pumps, then your responsibility. What they can
we hope you read this feature with do is answer any questions you may
interest. PINNT cannot endorse any have.
product as being suitable for any We would like to thank all the
individual. If you like the look of a companies for supporting this feature,
product then you must speak to your both in terms of content and a small
own healthcare professionals, don’t donation to help with production
try to contact your homecare provider costs.
The content below has been supplied by each company. PINNT asked for a brief summary of the
product along with what each company saw as the top three features. Obviously, your opinion on
the product you use is what counts. PINNT hopes members will be able to view them at the annual
get together in August.
Please note, one pump, The BodyGuard® 2 Channel pump currently provided and previously shown
in the LITRE Report, is no longer being made but will be fully supported until a new product is
launched.
Product name: Ambix activ

So, whether it’s wanting a user-friendly pump that’s quiet
enough to be used for overnight feeding, or one that
comes with a kit that’s robust enough to take travelling,
the Ambix activ can fit.
1. Lightweight but sturdy
2. Life-friendly functionality
3. Multi-point triggered safety system
Product name: CADD®-Solis VIP

Supplied by Fresenius Kabi and Calea UK Ltd, the Ambix
activ is designed to be small and lightweight but sturdy
enough to fit into a range of lifestyles.
The Ambix activ has four program modes, which allows
the feed delivery to be set based on individual needs, with
an accuracy of ±5%. LITRE reviewed the Ambix activ
in 2016 and rated the pump programming as ‘very easy’
and the display panel as being easy to read. Safety features
include the Ambix safety clamp, which means free fluid
flow in the giving set can be avoided, and an alarm system
triggered at multiple points. LITRE also commented
specifically on the quietness of the pump and the versatile
and robust design of the rucksacks (available in two sizes:
1.5 and 5 litre capacity).
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At Smiths Medical, we are passionate about improving the
lives of patients through high quality, innovative medical
devices and services. We are a leading global supplier of
specialty medical devices, consumables and equipment
for the world’s healthcare markets.

Smiths Medical are a leader in Ambulatory Infusions
and pleased to introduce the CADD®-Solis VIP pump,
providing the confidence of a reliable pump performance,
accurate medication delivery, and ease of use. Large, clear
colour screen displays instant status of therapy progress as
well as patented patient help screens to assist with alarm
troubleshooting in the homecare setting. Flexible power
options include a rechargeable battery, 4AA batteries and
small AC power charger, as well as a range of backpack
options for your pump.
Small and lightweight to promote increased patient
mobility and improved quality of life, the CADD®-Solis
VIP pump is an innovative delivery solution for patient
satisfaction and safety. Smiths Medical has now adapted
to meet your homecare infusion needs. Our easy-to-use
pump with Standard settings now gives you an out-of-thebox CADD® pump for use today with efficient manual
programming of each infusion.
1. Efficient manual programming of each infusion
2. Help screens to assist with alarm troubleshooting
3.	Power options include 4AA batteries, rechargeable
battery and desktop AC adapter
Product name: Micrel Mini Rythmic™ PN+

The Mini Rythmic™ PN+ ambulatory pump is a
lightweight, reliable and easy-to-use device.
In addition to its core offering Micrel has a unique
communications system called Micrelcare. Micrelcare
allows the clinician to have real time access to pump
infusion status as well as archived data and events. As a
result, issues can be dealt with promptly and efficiently.
This allows for peace of mind for the user, family and
carers alike.
1.	The Micrel Mini Rythmic PN+ pump is robust,
portable and simple to programme, with 5 different
infusion modes to suit all patient needs
2.	Micrel offers a variety of colours and sizes of wheeled
rucksacks. These rucksacks have detachable wheels
to allow carrying and they can be machine washed,
making them versatile and giving them longevity
3.	The external rechargeable battery pack offers long
battery autonomy of up to 18 hours running at
300ml per hour. The internal battery will run for
approximately 7.5 hours at 300ml per hour

Product name: Sapphire

Sapphire is an infusion pump that discreetly integrates
into your lifestyle with its intuitive ease of use, quiet
operation, accuracy in delivery and long battery life.
The Sapphire provides precise infusion accuracy to help
ensure you receive your medication as prescribed and use
is suitable for children under the supervision of a parent
or homecare provider for parenteral nutrition infusions in
a homecare setting.
What you’ll love about the Sapphire infusion pump:
1.	An easy-to-read, large colour touch screen, which is
quick to program thanks to its intuitive screens and
easy to load giving set
2.	Silence is golden. Sapphire operates quietly, not
disrupting sleep, with adjustable alarm tones to meet
your hearing requirements
3.	It helps to enable mobility in children and adults,
thanks to its lightweight size, long battery life and
fast recharge time. (At a rate of 350ml per hour
with the back light off, the pump will run on average
for approximately 25 hours and 25 minutes). With
its robust and durable design, the Sapphire meets
the demands of an active lifestyle and meets the
requirements for ground and air transportation
Product name: BodyGuard 323™ ColourVision

➤
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The BodyGuard 323™ ColourVision Ambulatory
Infusion Pump from BD/CME is a small lightweight,
ergonomic multitherapy pump designed to address all
your infusion needs offering flexibility and reliability.
Weighing only 390g (battery included) the pump is easily
portable and discreet.
The rechargeable Li-Polymer 7.4V battery facilitates a
long battery life on a single charge promoting freedom to
keep you on the move. The pump incorporates an intuitive
interactive user-face featuring a large colour screen, which
is clear and easy to read to facilitate easy understanding,
programming and a reduction in training time. There
are a broad range of dedicated infusion sets to address
different types of medication delivery, all of which have
free flow protection to help prevent medication errors as
standard.
In addition to the pump, there are a range of accompanying
accessories which include rucksacks with detachable
trolley wheels (available in 2 and 3 litre sizes) for easy
transportation enabling mobility, suitable for use at home
or in the hospital. The rucksack comfortably holds the
pump kit, including charger and the infusion with an extra
internal pocket with room for spare administration sets.
The BodyGuard 323™ Colour Vision Ambulatory
Infusion Pump kit includes the pump, the charging cradle,
charging cable, directions for use and quick User Guide as
standard.
1. Compact, lightweight ergonomic design
2. Large colour screen
3. Long battery life
Product name: BodyGuard 323™

programming and a reduction in training time. There
are a broad range of dedicated infusion sets to address
different types of medication delivery, all of which have
free flow protection to help prevent medication errors as
standard.
In addition to the pump there are a range of accompanying
accessories which include rucksacks with detachable
trolley wheels (available in 2 and 3 litre sizes) for easy
transportation enabling mobility, suitable for use at home
or in the hospital. The rucksack comfortably holds the
pump kit, including charger and the infusion with an extra
internal pocket with room for spare administration sets.
The BodyGuard 323™ Ambulatory Infusion Pump kit
includes the pump, the charging cradle, charging cable,
directions for use and quick User Guide as standard.
1. Compact
2. Long battery life
3. Lightweight ergonomic design

Donations
In loving memory of Norrie McKillip - £ 540.00
In loving memory of Amanda Guile- £1,329.73
In loving memory of Joseph Partingdon - £ 150.00
Ketton Methodist Church - £ 85.00
Aymes Nutrition - £1,000
Raffle, Leicester - £ 75.00
Raffle, North West - £ 39.00
Raffle, Birmingham - £19.00
David Roberts - £5.00
Anonymous, Positively Me! Fashion show - £10.00
Dreamscape - £ 150.00
Thank you for all your thoughtful donations. These come
in different ways; general donations, special events, in
memory of loved ones as well as regular donations received
directly into the bank. We are sincerely grateful for every
donation we receive.
We have been overwhelmed with the donations made
during the membership renewal period. There are too
many to list. As we do not charge a membership fee; we
really appreciate every donation.

The BodyGuard 323™ Ambulatory Infusion Pump from
BD/CME is a small lightweight, ergonomic multitherapy
pump designed to address all your infusion needs, offering
flexibility and reliability. Weighing only 390g (battery
included) the pump is easily portable and discreet.
The rechargeable Li-Polymer 7.4V battery facilitates a
long battery life on a single charge promoting freedom
to keep you on the move. The pump incorporates an
intuitive interactive user-face featuring a screen which is
clear and easy to read to facilitate easy understanding,
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‘Safety’ poster reminder

You can claim your FREE poster as a PINNT member.
Designed for all HPN/TPN adults who go into hospital, to address key
questions about your treatment and care plans. We have asked parents to
review this, so we can produce a poster for children if there is a need and
input from families.
Request your poster now. Telephone: 01202 481625 or email
secretary@pinnt.com
We will need to give:
• Your name
• Full postal address
• Membership number
The poster has been endorsed by:
• NNNG - National Nurses Nutrition Group
• NIVAS - National Infusion and Vascular Access Society
• ANTT - Aseptic Non-Touch Technique
• PINNT - Parenteral Intravenous and Nasogastric Nutrition Therapy
Further copies can be purchased directly from PINNT via secretary@pinnt.com

PINNT Restaurant Card
All PINNT members can claim a FREE Restaurant Card.

Can you eat a small amount, but usually pay the full price for a
meal when you are out? The card is for you to use in restaurants,
cafés and bars and other eating venues if you are unable to eat a full
portion. You should show it to the waiter/waitress who, it is hoped,
will read and understand your request, and allow you to either:

• Share a portion • Order a small portion
• Order from the children’s menu (for adults)
This will avoid the need for you to give a lengthy and complicated explanation of your dietary restrictions. It
will also enable you to participate in the meal without incurring the full cost of a meal that you may be unable
to eat.
Please note that this card does not guarantee you co-operation at any eating venue; any co-operation will be
solely at the eatery's discretion.
If you would like us to send you a card, please get in touch: info@pinnt.com and put ‘Restaurant Card’ in
the subject box. You can also telephone anyone listed on the back cover.
EDITORIAL TEAM: Debbie Phillips, Steve Brown, Carolyn Wheatley and Julie Connery.
No content from Online can be shared on social media without the consent of PINNT trustees. We operate an official ‘Right to
Reproduce process’. To seek approval, which will require completion of a simple form, please contact us: comms@pinnt.com
EDITING: All contributions for Online will be acknowledged upon receipt by PINNT.
Due to space constraints, and in the interests of clarity, all articles and letters will be edited where necessary. Authors may approve final copy prior to
printing where significant changes may have been made. The Editor’s decision is final. All copyright is owned by the charity.
DISCLAIMER: PINNT has made every reasonable effort to ensure that the content of this newsletter is accurate but accepts no responsibility for any
errors or omissions. The views expressed are not necessarily those of PINNT and no reference to any product or service is intended as a recommendation
or endorsement. You should always seek advice from your own team of healthcare professionals in relation to your specific needs/treatment.
Designed and Printed by: Mail & Print Limited. Telephone: 0845 362 5393 Salisbury, Wiltshire.
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Reading PINNT meeting report

O

n 15th May, we had another successful PINNT
meeting in Reading. We benefited from an
interesting talk from the Berkshire Community
Dental Service about oral care for people with
swallowing problems. It got us all talking and
comparing notes.
For many people it was their first time attending a PINNT
meeting and, for some, it was the first time they had met
other people receiving tube feeds. It’s always a good sign
when people are still chatting and swapping numbers long
after the meeting has finished!
The next meeting is planned for Autumn 2019, watch this
space for more information!
Rhian

Birmingham was buzzing!

Groups updates
knowledge and experience offered by the group - but the
boundless support, reassurance and goodwill that created
a secure atmosphere for sharing without feeling exposed.
We were fortunate enough to have PINNT Chair Carolyn
Wheatley, in attendance. Carolyn’s input was, as always,
inspiring and invaluable.
There were no healthcare professionals in attendance, no
suppliers, no research students and no ‘sightseers’. There
had been requests to attend but all respected our wishes
to hold a meeting for patients, carers and family only.
As such, we were able to relax and speak freely, without
embarrassment.
One of the themes was ‘isolation’ and how easy it is to feel
cut off from the rest of the world. However, as we said at
the meeting, if you are a parenteral or enteral patient in
the ‘Birmingham Region’, or a carer or family member
caring for someone with this particular issue, this was an
occasion to share your concerns, pick up information and
meet people who ‘get you’. If your reason for not attending
was personal or if there is something worrying you and
preventing you from participating, please know that if you come to the next meeting - you will be amongst
friends. Chances are, that somebody (possibly everybody)
on home nutrition has your problem and may also have
the solution.

O

n 12 April 2019, the inaugural meeting of the
Birmingham Region of PINNT, took place in
the Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham. The
meeting started with a welcome from Dr Sheldon
Cooper, from the QE. Thank you, Dr Cooper.
Despite the modest attendance, the meeting did
exactly what it set out to do. We had three aims for
the meeting, and each was addressed in a timely
and constructive manner.
1. Getting to know each other: We had prepared a
number of ‘icebreakers’ to overcome any initial reluctance
and to help people to become acquainted. They proved
unnecessary as people set about introducing themselves
and settling down to mutually useful conversations. I
was particularly delighted that two patients with similar
interests and concerns arranged to meet independently
for coffee and a session of putting their own worlds to
rights. On a different note, if anyone wants a nearly new,
personalised, PINNT and home nutrition, three-section
quiz, of my own creation, just let me know!
2. Sharing problems and finding solutions: As
you can imagine, this took up the major part of the time
and, I learned so much about such things as swimming
aids, travel (especially in Australia!) and potential financial
relief. The first question raised was about line infections
and I was quite overwhelmed - not only by the wealth of

3. Forward planning for everyone’s benefit: We
discussed the venue and a less formal room layout was
suggested, another member said that not everyone wants
to go back into a hospital setting but, finding ways of
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reaching out to those of you who weren’t able to attend,
for whatever reason, was a priority.
I appreciate that a lengthy journey, from say, Shrewsbury
or Telford, for a two-hour meeting, on a Friday afternoon
with no real idea of what it will actually be like, or whether
it will be of any real use, may not seem an appropriate use
of your time.
As part of our forward planning, if you didn’t attend
the meeting, I would be extremely grateful if you could
drop me an email at gmorgan@pinnt.com or a text
on 07742108989 and tell me why you didn’t feel able to
attend and what we can do to make it easier for you to be
there.
Did I mention there were raffles? Thank you to everyone
who bought raffle tickets. I think every individual or
couple present, who bought a ticket, went home with a
prize.
Just a few thanks, now. A lot of work went into creating this
meeting so many thanks are due to founding committee

members, Jacqueline Lewis and Jason Murtagh, strangers
to me last year, now such supportive friends.
Thank you to everyone who attended for everything I
learned from you, particularly how so much good can
come from adversity.
Thanks, are also due to your hospital staff and health care
providers for assisting us in contacting you and to QE staff
for their assistance with the venue and organisation. Thank
you so much, to the staff of the QE Hospital, Heartlands
Hospital and the Children’s Hospital, who attended to
support us as we launched our first Meet and Greet and
then left us, discreetly, to allow us to speak freely.
We will be supporting PINNT’s annual get together in
Birmingham on 10th August 2019 and we look forward
to seeing you there. As well as that, we will be holding
another independent meeting of our own. Keep a look
out for further information.
Gaynor

PINNT Prize Pot (PPP) Club
Roll up! Roll up! Why not join our PINNT Prize
Pot Club for 2019! Our club raises ongoing funds for
PINNT while at the same time you stand to win one of
three prizes each quarter.
How much does it cost? At the start of the PPP year it
costs £12 per number. You can purchase as many numbers
as you wish but a separate form must be completed for
each one. This equates to £1 a month.
When does the draw take place? Four times a year,
quarterly: 31st March, 30th June, 30th September and
31st December. Winners will be notified with a letter and
cheque.
The second draw in 2019 will take place on 30th June, if
you join now, your number(s) will be
entered into the next draw on 30th June and your
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subscription for each number will run until December
2019.
Your PINNT Prize Pot Club Membership Number(s) will
be allocated and a membership card issued stating your
numbers. Each draw has three prizes and the amounts
are dependent on the number of PPP Club members. To
make this work we need at least 100 members/
numbers allocated.
So, come on everyone – join to support PINNT – you
could be one of our lucky winners in 2019. Please
encourage friends and family to help support PINNT, for
the next three draws it’s only £9.00 per number for the
rest of 2019.
If you would like to join, please complete and return the
form enclosed. You need to be in to win!

✂
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NOTICES
Remember
to cast
your vote
for PINNT
trustees and
committee
members ...
Remember to join our
PINNT Prize Pot

Annual get together
10 August 2019
Crowne Plaza,
Birmingham City Centre,
Central Square, B1 1HH
Please reply if you’re
coming along ...
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HAN week, 5 – 11 August 2019
Calling all PINNT members – yes you!

H

ome artificial nutrition (HAN) week is dedicated to raising awareness about the need for, and
those who live with, home artificial nutrition. There are many reasons why people need HAN;
we all come in different shapes and sizes, often with more than one medical condition, yet we share a
common treatment.
This year we are celebrating individuality, each HAN journey is unique, there is a variety of factors that makes us who
we are, therefore we are promoting ‘This is me!’
You, yes you, can join in. You can contribute by sharing your story.
✔ Can you write your story and share it with friends, family or on social media?
✔	Would you be prepared to contribute to the PINNT video and patient stories that will be used during HAN
week?
✔	Have you ever thought about contacting your local newspaper or radio station to ask them to cover your story
and unique way of eating?
✔ Ever thought about asking your hospital team to hold an awareness event?
✔	Are you a healthcare professional involved with HAN? Yes, why not hold an event and showcase your vital role
in HAN with colleagues?
✔	Industry – you too can get involved. Have you thought about organising an information event over lunch or
a dedicated education session to raise awareness about the vital role employees play for patients on HAN? A
product or service is key to life on HAN!
If you need support or require information, please email us on: comms@pinnt.com

PINNT Activities
✔	There will be patient/carer stories
✔	We will be launching printed copies of our Living with
Artificial Nutrition booklet that was launched during
HAN week 2018
✔	There will be a new booklet launch – the first part of a
three-booklet series with a paediatric focus
✔	Donating our Facebook profile picture/adding a Twibbon
to show your support
✔	Our annual get-together at the Crowne Plaza,
Birmingham City Centre, Central Square on Saturday
10th August where you will be able to enjoy an exhibition,
attend information sessions, children’s entertainment and
meet fellow PINNT members, as well as enjoying ‘The
Wellbeing Community Choir’ who are coming to sing to
us. There will be lots of fun and games too
✔	More activities will be added to the list both for the gettogether and HAN week… keep in touch by visiting
www.pinnt.com/News/HAN-Week-2019.aspx
On the dedicated HAN week page (www.pinnt.com/News/HAN-Week-2019.aspx) you will be able to access a
special HAN week template for use if you’re organising an event and want to create posters. Also, there will be logos
for you to use.
There will be a lot of activity on social media:
#HAN2019 #HANweek2019 #enteralnutrition #parenteralnutrition #oralsupplements
#HANthisisme
We hope to have T-shirts available too – keep in touch to find out more! Remember – everyone can take part to promote
HAN week, it’s your charity, your chance to raise awareness of your feeding while sharing your unique story – don’t
compare your journey with other people’s, we recognise not all journeys are smooth and easy. We salute everyone who
depends on any form of artificial nutrition.
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Local PINNT activities

PINNT get-togethers 2019

Please notify your Ambassador if you are planning to attend any of the groups, thank you.
Please send your Group’s dates for publication to: scottee@pinnt.com
Berkshire:
October, date TBA, 12.30pm - 2.30pm, Earley Crescent Resource
Centre, Warbler Drive, Earley, Reading, RG6 4HB
North West:
19th September 2019, 1.00pm – 3.00pm.
All Saints Church Centre, 2 Vicarage Road, Hoole, Chester CH2
3HZ
Nottingham:
21st June 2019, 1.30pm - 3.30pm, Westdale Community Centre,
Westdale Lane, Mapperley, Nottingham, NG3 6ES
Leicester:
TBA 10.30am - 12.30pm, Thorpe Astley Community Centre, Lakin
Drive, Leicester LE3 3RU
Scotland/Glasgow:
2019 dates to be advised

South West:
3rd December 2019, 2.00pm - 4.00pm.
Best Western Passage Hotel, Templar Room, Hackney Lane,
Kingsteignton, Newton Abbott, Devon TQ12 3QH
East Yorkshire and Humberside (HPN) only:
22nd October 2019, 12.00noon - 3.00pm
Castle Hill Hospital, Hull University Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust,
Queen’s Oncology/Haematology Seminar Room.
Birmingham:
The group will be hosting the annual get together with PINNT on
10th August 2019, 11.30am - 4.30pm and look forward to welcoming
Members and PINNT guests to Birmingham

PINNT Ambassadors

Please contact us for information, support or just a chat
East Anglia:
Tracy Hill.
Tel - 01945 780909 - Email: thill@pinnt.com
North West:
Liz Taylor.
Tel - 07801 650067 - Email: ltaylor@pinnt.com
South Wales:
Paul Phillips.
Tel - 07802 429872
Norwich:
Jackie Riseborough.
Tel - 01263 834762
South East:
Rhian Howells.
Tel - 01635 273710
Email: rhian.howells@berkshire.nhs.uk
Birmingham:
Gaynor Morgan.
Email: gmorgan@pinnt.com
Nottingham:
Louise Thompson.
Tel - 0115 9691169 Ext 54008
Email: louise.thompson@nuh.nhs.uk

South West:
Jane Gagg.
Tel - 01803 654951 - Email - jane.gagg@nhs.net
Georgie Adams.
Tel - 01392 404635 Email - gadams1@nhs.net
Lisa Cripps.
Tel - 01752 432562 Email - lisa.cripps@nhs.net
Leicester:
Phil Roberts.
Tel - 0116 2890704
Email: philip.roberts@lnds.nhs.uk
Bristol:
Julie Barker.
Tel - 0117 342 7515
Email: julie.barker2@uhbristol.nhs.uk
East Yorkshire and Humberside (HPN Only):
Philippa Macelhinney. Tel - 07827 937025
Email: philippa.macelhinney@hey.nhs.uk
Scotland:
Janice Wheeler and Ashley Stewart.
Email: scotland@pinnt.com

WEBSITE ADDRESS

Dont’t forget to log on to: www.pinnt.com
where you can access all kinds of PINNT information, some of which is available to download.
Our new website is full of new and exciting items - pay a visit and provide us with your feedback.
www.pinnt.com

